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Introduction
Human involvement in any experimentation, study, or analysis 

perpetuates a degree of error that can oftentimes result in misleading 

outcomes and conclusions. Criminal justice investigations suffer 

intensely from the implications of the above statement. An analysis 

of America’s false conviction records demand for immediate 

attention. According to Times 100, the USA recorded a record-high of 

falsely convicted cases in 2016 – a total of 116 – for the third 

consecutive year. The most emotionally triggering detail about these 

cases are that they date as far back as 1964 – more than 50 years 

(Barone, para.1). To wrongly deny a person one year, let alone fifty 

years, of their life is utterly intolerable. On the other hand, these 

numbers provoke the unanswerable question, how many innocent 

victims die unjustly subjected to imprisonment and marred image in 

the eye of the public.

Background
A suitable starting point to battle the issue of wrongful convictions is 

detect the loopholes in the criminal justice system that foster and/or 

fail to combat the human error element. Figure 1 is a summary of 

Michigan innocent Clinic’s findings of key contributors of human 

error. Figure 2 is a graph from innocence project showing the causes 

of the first 323 DNA exonerations. 

Case Study: Ralph Armstrong Discussion
There are three key elements to discuss from Ralph Armstrong’s case. 

Firstly, a significant contributor to the case lies in eyewitness 

misidentification, consequent to the malpractice of police fixing the 

line-up. In addition, the hypnosis session held features of contention in 

that the hypnotist seemed to excessively influence the witness’s remarks 

of the suspects height. Furthermore, the interplaying of poor lawyering 

and government misconduct, perceptible in Dane County’s assistant 

attorney’s decision to disregard Steve Armstrong confession to have 

committed the crime, perpetuated the wrongful conviction. Examining 

the use of forensic science in this case exposes multiple strengths and 

weaknesses in the field. The scientific evidence employed by the 

persecutors to advance the incarceration of Ralph Armstrong suggests 

that objective data still holds the risk of manipulation. This is evident in 

the fact that both the semen and the hair present at the crime scene held 

biological elements compatible with Ralph Armstrong’s genetic 

makeup. A possible explanation could be a similar gene present in 

related person’s – in this case Steve and Ralph. However, this 

manipulation springs from the streamlined investigation style biased in 

the notion that Ralph was guilty. On the contrary, advanced techniques 

employed by the Innocence Project including Mitochondrial DNA test 

proved  Ralph Armstrong’s innocence.  

Conclusions
Biological evidence employed by forensic science has great potential 

for validating the accuracy of evidence presented in criminal justice 

investigations. However, human manipulation continues to undermine 

the reliability of conclusions drawn from forensic science analysis. 
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On March 24, 1981, Ralph Armstrong was wrongly accused of third-

degree murder and sexual assault of 19-year-old Charise Kamps – a 

student at Wisconsin University. Police recovered evidence including 

clothing, fingerprints, and hair. The first source of evidence positioning 

Ralph Armstrong as a possible suspect came from Kamps neighbor 

who reported to have seen a man of similar physique to Ralph exiting 

and reentering Kamps apartment three times around midnight hour on 

the night of the crime. Police constructed a  compromised “pseudo re-

enactment” lineup consisting of the suspect and four policemen 

disguised in wigs. The eyewitness identified Ralph Armstrong in the 

hypnosis session and in the lineup. The forensic evidence provided 

against Ralph included hairs on the bathrobe found on the victim, 

which a forensic analysis deemed “consistent”  or “similar” to the 

Armstrong’s hairs. However, the analysis also distinguished pubic hair 

uncorrelated  to neither Kamps nor Armstrong. In addition, semen 

found on the bathrobe was consistent to a Type A secreter, of which 

Armstrong identifies. Based on this overwhelming evidence, Ralph 

Armstrong was convicted  life imprisonment plus 16 years. After 

multiple futile appeals, the innocence project adjoined the investigation 

in 1993, employing advanced DNA testing. By 2005, they discovered 

evidence that the semen on the bathrobe found on the victim was in fact 

that of Kamps’ boyfriend. This evidence propelled the Wisconsin 

Supreme Court to reverse the conviction. During the new trial, a 

woman  testified of the malpractice of  Dane County’s assistant 

attorney in his failure to report crucial information about the case. 

Contributing causes confirmed through Innocence Project 

research. Actual numbers may be higher, and other contributing 

factors to wrongful convictions include government 

misconduct and bad lawyering.


